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Discourse XVIII

“Followers of the Way, the view of the Ch’an School is that the sequence of death and life
is orderly.    The student of Ch’an must examine this most carefully.

“When host and guest meet they vie with one another in discussion.    At times, in re-
sponse to something they may manifest a form; at times they may act with their whole body; or
they may, by picking up a tricky device, make a display of joy or anger; or they may reveal the
half of the body; or again they may ride upon a lion or mount upon a lordly elephant    A true
student gives a shout, and to start with holds out a sticky lacquer tray.    The teacher not discern-
ing that this is an objective circumstance goes after it and performs a lot of antics with it.    The
student again shouts but still the teacher is unwilling to let go.    This is a disease of the vitals
which no doctoring can cure.    It is called the guest examines the host.”

I’ve been talking about the self which is the present, and yesterday I spoke about it in
some detail, how the self which is the present, existent things which are the present, have this
time called the present moment as their content.    Today is the last day, and so what I want from
you is your clear understanding of what I spoke about yesterday, so I will speak in again in some
detail today.

And as I’ve been saying, those people who are here in the present, all people who are
here in the present, have a heart, have a mind which does an activity which brings them in to be-
ing.    But there isn’t even one person who has the complete activity of mind that brings them in
to being.    This whole week I’ve been trying to speak about this subject from every possible an-
gle.    

And all the people who are here in the present (world, and sharing the present as their
content) are meeting one another and separating from one another over and over again.

But, the self can do the activity of making discriminations, making distinctions, and split-
ting things in to its self, and then things which are not its self.    So although everyone is here
similarly that they are here in the present moment, everyone is also different.    Although nobody
has the complete activity of heart as their content, there is deep and there is shallow.    Someone
might have 5 percent, someone might have 10 percent, someone might have 55    percent of the
activity of mind as their content.    But all of us are incomplete existences.    

We are all incomplete existences, and we are all different.    There are distinctions be-
tween all of us, and yet if you have the kind of wisdom which can see that all of the incomplete
existences are within one world, this world of the present, then in that sense we are equal.

It goes without saying that men and women are different.    Grown up and children are
also different.    But in Tathagata Zen, in Buddhism we say that because they are in the same
world of the present that they are in that sense equal.    But everyone is different from everyone
else.    So what I’m saying is that although we are all equal, we are all also in this world of dis -
tinctions.

What I’m saying is that I’ve been talking about this all week, in fact I’ve been talking
about the same thing for about five or six years, so I would hope that people who are here doing
zazen can understand what I’m saying by now.

But Buddhism says that when the world of the present appears, also these worlds we call
past and future appear.    When you look from the perspective of the present moment, then the
present moment sees that the past and the future are different than itself.    This is another way of
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discriminating, or making distinctions (these world also have been discriminated, distinguished).
But it’s Buddhism that says that before the appearance of the self, before the appearance

of the present moment, nor any past nor future.    That is the world of the origin.    Within the con-
dition of the source, within the condition of the origin, past, present, and future were one.    This
is the origin, the source of everything.    Whether it’s an ant, a mosquito, a fish, a bird, an animal,
or a human being, they all have the same source.

And as I always say over and over again, this condition of the origin is not at rest, it is
acting.    And what kind of activity is it doing?    For those people who have heard teisho here be-
fore I’m sure you already know this.    But since some people came all the way from Vienna to
study here I should talk about it again.    The condition of the source is not at rest, it’s moving.

And in Nyorai Zen we say that this activity of the condition of the source, we can call it
many things.    We can call it the activity of samadhi, we can call it the one and only unique activ-
ity, we can call it the activity of emptiness.    But the important thing to remember is that it’s a
condition in which the activity is happening without will.    And I think I have said this over and
over again, it’s an activity which is comprised of two mutually opposing activities of plus and
minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, meaning thus-going and thus-coming, and these two activities
unify and face one another, alternately, over and over again.

And as I always say, when this activity of the condition of the origin reaches a limit, then
it develops in to a new activity which we call the actual separation in contrast of the two mutu-
ally opposing activities.    The activities separate from one another.    And in this instance    the
thing that we call the present moment appears in between the two activities of tatha-gata and
tatha-agata.    And when the self appears, when the present moment appears, at that exact same
time past and future appear.    So for people who have been practicing with me for a while you
would think that they are already manifesting the wisdom themselves that knows this principle.
Even people who haven’t been around for very long, even people who are just listening to teisho
right now, if you are smart then at once you can catch this meaning and say, “Of course, it’s just
the way Roshi says it is.”

So I guess you probably understand exactly what it means now to be a self, to be an exis-
tent thing.    That self is the present moment, and all of those things existing in the present mo-
ment are existing within a world of distinctions.    We say the present moment, but within the
present moment there are many distinctions and differences.    There’s the past-present moment,
and the future-present moment, and other things.    The more you do zazen the more difficult it
gets.    It’s not something that you can just simply say “Oh, I understand what he’s talking about.”

It’s not as if there are no other worlds outside of the present.    When the present comes up
past and future come up simultaneously.    

And it goes without saying that those people who are living in the future we can call them
fathers, and those people who are living in the past, those are the mothers.    And as I always tell
you, what we call father is not the complete activity of plus, because the complete activity of
plus has given part of itself in order to give birth to the child.    So that which we call father is the
incomplete activity of plus.    And minus is the same way, minus has given some of herself to the
child, the being of the present moment, and so when she appears as mother... (Roshi interrupts,
incorrectly (although perhaps not without cause) accusing the translator of saying mother when
Roshi had not yet said mother.      In fact Roshi DID say mother, “okaasan mo shikari de atte,”
“It’s exactly the same in the mother’s case,” ...hear for your self on the tape, tape counter    at
252) ...she appears as the incomplete minus.    And that’s mother. 

And what about the child?    The child has both the activities as its content.    But the child
is not complete when it appears.    If the child had appeared in a complete state, then there would
be no father or mother.    As long as the child is looking upon mother and father it is still incom-
plete. 

This world where mother and father are incomplete, are appearing as the incomplete plus
and minus activities is what we call the world of “shiki,” form, or matter.    And in contrast to this
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is the world of the origin, (the perfect world) the world of no-form, or we could call it the spiri-
tual world.

Of course we are meeting with other people who are here in the present with us, but also
we must make relationship with the father and all of father’s friends in the future, and mother
and all of mother’s friends in the past.    No matter how well you can get along with your friends
here in the present, no matter what good relationships you have, and how satisfying they are, if
you forget to make relationship with those in the past and the future, then somehow or another
you will (feel dissatisfied), you will be lonely.    That’s what we say in Buddhism, that without
making relationship with past and future you will always be, somehow, lonely.    This is when
you can see the difference between usual life in the human world and what we could call reli-
gious life.    So this is when we can say that Buddhism becomes necessary.    (But Buddhism is
not a religion)    In Buddhism we call ourselves shukyo 宗教, which is slightly different than reli-
gion, but in this particular instance they could probably be used in the same way.    This world of
shukyo becomes necessary.    What I’m talking about is the spiritual world.    No matter how well
you can get along in this material world, you will always be somehow lonely until you can expe-
rience the spiritual world.

So then when he talks about in the text, “They vie with one another in discussion,” it
means that when people exchange words it quite enough (it is very sufficient,)    You can go on
and on (say many things such as ) “(That’s good.    That’s bad.)    I like you.    No no, it’s I who
like you. I love you.    On, no, I love you.    We’ll actually I dislike you.”    But if you can’t put in
to practice those words that you use then you will always be stuck here in the present moment.

But if you can take one step and tread upon this new kind of world, this spiritual world,
and make relationship with mother and father, then you have entered the spiritual world.

All people have developed to the degree that even when they are in the present they can,
without a doubt, think about the existence of the future.    And we’ve all developed to the point
where, because we have experienced the past we know clearly that the past exists.     But, al-
though you can grasp the people who are together here in the present with you, you cannot grasp
those people in the future.    You can’t grasp father.    You can also not grasp mother.    Why?    It’s
because you fixate and attach to your “I am” self that you cannot grasp the past and future.

With the kind of wisdom which simply recognizes the material world as it is, with that
kind of activity of wisdom or knowing, there’s no way that you can grasp the past and the future.
Without having the form-less self, or the spiritual self, or in Buddhism we say the “no-self self”
without that self you cannot make relationship with mother and father, past and future.    No mat-
ter how big the child grows, as long as the child is still attached to the “I am” self, the child can-
not make relationship with mother and father.    

And as I said before, this is when shukyo, religion becomes necessary.    The self now has
entered this religious world, has entered the world in which it must do the spiritual activity.    So
then, next, Rinzai very kindly talks about after having entered the spiritual world.    

The way you should think here is that the self has transcended the material world and (in
the highest spirits  勇んで ) is making relationship with the spiritual father, and the spiritual
mother.    

To go back a little bit in my talk, back to the present moment, here in the present moment
the self, for instance meets with a flower, and the flower has not developed any kind of special
spiritual activity.    The flower has its own true nature as flower, and manifesting the true nature
of flower it is a flower.    This plant, this grass which gives off a bloom which is a flower, there’s
no way that it can become a frog.    No matter how hard the flower strives it isn’t going to be-
come a snake.    That is the true nature of a flower.    

But in Buddhism we say that that which is a human being is something that has devel-
oped through (experiencing) all these stages of being a stone and then a plant, and then an insect,
and a fish, and a bird, and a beast, and finally a human being.    If someone really can manifest
the wisdom which knows what it is to be a human being, then that person clearly knows that they
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can manifest, that they have been (that they have as their content) an insect, a bird, a fish, a beast.
Human beings have the ability to, when they meet a flower leave off being a human being, and
manifest their true human nature as a flower.    In Buddhism we say that that is the real nature of
shukyo, that is the true religious activity.

How about all of you?    What if you meet with some really barbaric person.    Can you at
once without doubt, without hesitation realize that barbarian as your self?    (Realize “He is me!”)
You have to do this manifestation.    That is the activity of dharma.    That’s the activity of the
source.    But if you are stuck thinking, “I’m not a snake!    I’m no barbarian!”    Then Buddhism
will very sternly criticize you, and say that, even though you might look like a human being,
you’re not really acting like a human being yet.    If you are not able to immediately manifest
anything that appears before your eyes, then you are not truly    grown up person yet.    And in
Tathagata Zen we say that all of you are going through experiences like this within this world of
the present.    But if you were loved too much by your mother and father as a child then probably
there’s no way that you can understand what I’m talking about.

And in the same way when this kind of wisdom is manifest then when the self meets the
future, or the self meets the past, in the same way the self can realize past and future as its self.
When the self meets with the past the self can immediately manifest itself as the past.    That’s
what he means by to act with one’s whole body.    That means that outside of one’s self there is
no objective world.    There is no self different than the objective world. 

 In Buddhism we say that if you are the kind of person who thinks of the future as an ac-
tivity which endlessly runs on in to the future, and if you think of the past as an activity which
endlessly runs on in to the past, that is utterly stupid.    It is of course is the case that the future
and the present, and the past and the present are in opposition to one another.    If you fixate your
self, if you fixate the present, then no matter how long you spend thinking about it, you never
will be able to understand what the past or the future are.    You never will be able to understand
what a man or a woman is.    Only with the kind of wisdom that knows that originally the self
was one with past and future, the self was one with the other, can this kind of question be solved.

In Buddhism we say that originally there is no war, originally there is no fighting.    It’s
only when the self is fixated, that is the cause of all fighting, that is the cause of all wars.    Even
when you look at the case of one country fighting another country, the reason why this fighting
occurs is because the countries, as countries, are fixating themselves, but in Buddhism we say
that originally there is no such thing as a fixated country.
Whether you look at the east or the west there seems to always be wars going on, always be
fighting going on, and the reason for this is that it seems as if every people think that their reli-
gion is the best, and fixating to their own religion they fight.    

It’s because this teaching that we call Buddhism is lacking in some way (fujubun 不十分)
that war continues.    Those people we call Buddhists must then take responsibility for this un-
endingness of war.    All of you have to take this responsibility.    That is what Rinzai is talking
about here.

But this thing that we call the self, in some way, it always ends up getting fixated in some
way, without that (fixation) these things we call countries, these things that we call selves would
not ever come in to being.    This thing that we call the incomplete self must grow.    That’s the
very nature of the self.    But if we fixate the “I am” self then growing and developing cannot oc-
cur.    So even if you sit there thinking, “I’m the kind of person who hates war,” we won’t allow
you to sit there and get stuck in even that “I am” self.    You also must grow.

And because we must grow and develop, then there are a lot of problems.    We need to
eat in order to grow.    We need our own personal place to live in order to grow.    Once we recog-
nize the necessity for the self to grow then we also must recognize the necessity to think about all
the problems, and all the possible disputes that come about because one has to eat.    One has to
eat food that someone else made for you.    One has to kill other things in order to eat.    It’s a
very difficult thing.
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Then he talks about picking up a tricky device and displaying joy or anger, and this is a
very difficult part, and I talked about how hard it was yesterday as well, but what he’s talking
about is making relationship with either father or mother, and this is when    the possibility of eat-
ing first arises.    Mother and father are eating the child, and the child is also eating mother and
father.    It’s not the case that food comes from any other place.    The eating that    occurs always
happens when the child is eating mother or father (making relationship with mother or father).
This kind of activity also speaks to (solves) the problem of how we grow.    

Where is father?    Where is mother?    Father is in the future.     Mother is in the past.
And so we can solve these problems of how to eat and how to grow by making relationship with
the people in the past and the future.

When we look at this one word in the text which is translated as “a tricky device, kiken
機権 , this KI of kiken (usually meaning machine or opportunity)    means that when man and
woman meet, when my fan meets with the stand that holds my book, in that moment of meeting,
that is what is meant by KI, or device.    When a man and a woman meet at once this activity of
KI comes up, and this activity has no will, (is the activity of zero).    But after they meet, and you
can see this often at airports, right after they meet they look at one another and say, “Oh, it’s
wonderful that we were able to meet,”  出合ってよかった deatteyokatta “It’s so great to see
you.”    That is when the self appears.    And then there’s also the self of “Before we met I was
worried about you.”    So, looking at this meeting there are lots of different perspectives of the
meeting.    We can look back on the meeting and say, “Oh, it was great that we met,” and we can
also worry about the meeting before the meeting happens, there are many different way to look at
it. 

When one meets the father then we say that one has manifested half of the world.    That‘s
what he means by revealing half of the body.    And in the same way when one meets with mother
one has manifested half of the world.    Whether you are meeting with mother or father it’s only
possible to manifest half of the world.    But when one breaks through this meeting that is when
finally can experience the whole body.    Because I always talk about this same thing you would
think that everyone would understand, but I do realize it is difficult.

Even if you are in a spiritual life or a religious life, to do this spiritual activity is not an
easy thing.     And because of this difficulty Buddhism just like any other religion has created
many different kids of teaching to help people who are spiritually lost, are spiritually wandering.
Here you are spiritually being sick, spiritually lost, not being able to figure out what future is,
(not being able to give rise to the thought that the future is your self), what past is, and so be-
cause you can’t figure these things out for yourself Buddhism creates Manjushri Bodhisattva rid-
ing on his lion coming to save you.    And not being able to manifest your self as the past world
(or find mother who is living in the past) the Samantabhadra Bodhisattva riding on her elephant
comes to help this crying child. This child is looking for father but can’t find father.    The child is
looking for mother but can’t find mother, but these Bodhisattvas Manjushri and Samantabhadra
will help this child solve this problem.    

And when one has been helped, when one finds father and mother then what happens?
Together with father, the self and father disappear and they are manifesting the complete plus ac-
tivity, the complete tatha-gata activity.    And the child who had been looking for mother, having
been helped by Fugen Bodhisattva, Samantabhadra bodhisattva, then manifests itself together
with mother as the complete minus activity.    

When the self is able to infest itself as the complete plus activity and the complete minus
activity it might have been able to do that through the help of these bodhisattvas, but when it is
doing that, together with the disappearance of the self and father and mother, the bodhisattvas
also disappear.    It’s okay then to depend upon these bodhisattvas, but if you always depend upon
them then this condition will not appear for you (you will never be able to give birth to the
mother and father (within yourself?), and will always be a lost soul).

Then it says “if it’s a true student.”    That means if it is a person who has really practiced,
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who is really manifesting the complete self, then Manjushri and Samantabhadra, (to look at) the
past and the future are no longer necessary for that person.    I wonder if you understand.    It’s the
complete zero.    

But only with that, that’s not the end yet!    Even if you are able to manifest the zero
world, the world of emptiness you can’t fixate this world of emptiness, again, inevitably    the
world of zero will break apart and the worlds of past, present, and future will appear.

So now that this self of the present moment has appeared and you meet somebody in the
present how should you meet them?

The translator didn’t understand, and so Roshi said, “Then just tell everyone you didn’t
understand.”    

When  you  meet  someone  how  should  you  greet  them?      Should  you  say  “Good
Morning,”    or maybe “Good evening.”    Nobody will understand (?? Nobody knows.    Nobody
can figure this out).    But you have to say something!    So that’s what I’ll talk about the next
teisho.
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